ARBOR WELLNESS
Arbor Wellness was Michigan’s First Licensed Provisioning Center, which allows a retail store to sell medical marijuana and other products to or for patients with valid registry cards. The dispensary is located in the heart of Ann Arbor, easily accessible from central campus. They offer free parking and pick-ups with online orders, as well as diverse daily deals such as “Medical Monday” with a 10% discount on edibles. “My favorite dispensary is Arbor Wellness,” said an LSA Senior studying economics. “They are so friendly and always answer my stupid questions. They have really thoughtful recommendations and once gave me a super thorough answer when I asked what ‘ugly’ weed looks like. Plus you get a free pre-roll your first time which is standard but still really nice.”

MISSION DISPENSARY - ANN ARBOR
Mission Ann Arbor has a variety of promotion offerings, including early bird and night owl specials, as well as “Baked Bingo” on Monday nights. Mission also has a membership points system that allows for rewards after a certain number of purchases and for referring people. The dispensary is located on the west side of Ann Arbor, just off of campus. “As a student, it’s a lot about convenience but they also [have] a really friendly staff,” said a LSA Junior studying biology. “I feel like it is very approachable since that dispensary is the first one I’ve ever been to in Ann Arbor or anywhere else. I didn’t really know what to expect and I was a bit nervous but they’re very welcoming. The vibe in there are very good [and] very crisp. It feels very clean and happy which is fun.”
INFORMATION ENTROPY

Information Entropy has two locations in Ann Arbor. While both locations are slightly off-campus, one located near Kerrytown and the other near the medical campus, these dispensaries are a great option for recreational cannabis users. All of their products are grown in Michigan, and they have a variety of information on their strains via their website.

“The people who were working there were extremely nice and made me feel comfortable asking questions about the products whereas some places kind of make you feel like you should just know everything already,” said LSA Senior Lily Kleinknecht. “Aside from the staff being so friendly, the prices there are significantly better than a lot of places closer to campus, which is definitely a major plus. I do wish that it was closer to where I live as often having somewhere within walking distance of my house is great, but the staff, prices and just overall comfortable vibes of the place make it so worth it.”

CURALEAF

Every day, Curaleaf has a different deal they offer such as “Roll Up Tuesday” for a 25% discount on all prerolls and “Dazed Thursday” with $5 off all extracts. The dispensary also gives a $10 discount for every $50 spent. While Curaleaf is a few miles off of campus, it provides a wide range of products and benefits for recreational and medical use. “[A good dispensary] has a lot of selections, if they are kind, if they are very knowledgeable about what they are selling,” LSA Junior Hadas Kluger said. “I just like [Curaleaf] because it is like an adult candy store. I like going to them, I think it makes me feel grown up.”